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Welcome
to BCG

I’ve been at BCG for almost 20 years in the  
Paris office, although I’ve worked throughout  
Europe and Africa. I’ve specialised on the Energy  
Industry and had a long standing involvement  
in recruiting. Over the years I’ve often been 
asked why consulting at BCG is an exciting  
opportunity.

For me, given I worked as a Technical Advisor  
to the French Minister of Industry, the long 
time horizon made me yearn for more immediate 
impact. At BCG my work has been both  
intellectually engaging and importantly, has  
had a rapid and lasting impact on companies, 
governments and not-for-profit organisations,  
and ultimately society at large. As a BCG  
consultant, you’ll see your insights transformed 
into tangible results. Your intellectual curiosity, 
creativity, and problem-solving skills will add 
invaluable perspective and value to your clients. 

Collaboration is at the heart of our work at BCG.  
We don’t work on client problems, we work with 
clients to gain insights into their unique situations 
and figure out what needs to be done.  

BCG facilitates and embodies a culture of  
innovation, and a passion to challenge the  
status quo. 

We are also constantly striving to make BCG  
an ever more diverse and inclusive place to work. 
It is the culture that has seen BCG presented 
numerous top workplace awards.

Altogether, the opportunities at BCG are enormous 
and everyone’s experience is different. In the 
following pages you will hear from some BCGers 
who have graduated from some of the top MBA 
programs we recruit from in Europe. I hope you 
join us on campus at some of our events and you 
consider applying to BCG.

Best,
Emmanuel

EMMANUEL NAZARENKO
MANAGING DIRECTOR AND SENIOR 
PARTNER

INTERNATIONAL RECRUITING DIRECTOR
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Joining BCG  
with an MBA

SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT, SUSTAINABLE CAREER

At BCG, our global PTO (predictability, teaming, and open 
communication) program increases work predictability and career 
sustainability by optimizing the case team experience. Flexibility@BCG 
enables you to attain your professional and personal goals through a 
variety of ways of working.

JOIN A LEGACY OF INNOVATION

BCG facilitates and emphasizes a culture of innovation through initiatives 
like the BCG Henderson Institute, and case team collaborations with BCG 
GAMMA, BCG Platinion, and BCG Digital Ventures. At BCG, we pioneer 
new and innovative ideas that reshape the way leaders think and add 
value to society.

EXPERIENCE GLOBAL BUSINESS FIRSTHAND

There are many international opportunities available at BCG. With over 
90 locations in 50 countries, working abroad can take many forms at 
BCG: global ambassador programs, which staff early-career consultants 
in a different country’s office for up to a year; cross-office projects; office 
transfers; and secondments, where you work for up to a year at a client  
or with our global social impact partners.
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Meet some 
BCG Consultants

When I was researching business schools, I reached out to alumni from 
my schools of choice to ask them about their MBA experiences. Those 
interactions were key to helping me decide on which school to attend, but 
what I didn’t expect is that they also helped me choose where I wanted to 
work post-graduation.

The BCGers I talked to were incredibly supportive, brilliant, and down-to-
earth. Talking to them left me wondering how amazing it would be to have 
them as colleagues. Intrigue got me to do more research, and I found out 
that BCG checked all the boxes for me: a space where I can continue
to learn and develop, both from the innovative and analytical approach 
to case work and from the great people around me, while expanding my 
experience across new industries, geographies and cultures. 

After completing my MBA, I aspired to join a company that had a people-
oriented culture, where I could develop and challenge myself. I was drawn 
to consulting because it allowed me to solve complex problems in ever-
changing contexts and environments.

Ultimately, I decided on BCG both because of its stellar reputation for 
providing actionable, analytics-based insights to clients and its impressive 
professionals. Beyond that, I appreciated the strong community among
BCG professionals. I really enjoy getting to know everyone I work with. BCG 
fosters passion for what you do and that shows through, even in interests 
outside of work.

AHMED BAKR
PROJECT LEADER 

BCG DUBAI

IESE BUSINESS SCHOOL
Joined in 2018

ANDREA CHU
CONSULTANT 

BCG LOS ANGELES

LONDON BUSINESS SCHOOL
Joined in 2019
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Meet some 
BCG Consultants

I joined BCG in London as a lateral hire after 8 years working in M&A.  
I was drawn to BCG to broaden my skill set. Although moving to an  
advisory role, having spent all of your working life on the ‘client-side’ is a 
daunting prospect, I was excited by BCG’s expert career track which really 
values the industry/corporate experience external hires can bring to BCG 
and their clients.

Since joining BCG, I’ve been exposed to a wide variety of stakeholders, 
exceptional in-house BCG talent and feel I’m delivering real value to the 
clients we serve. The BCG community is particularly strong, with a robust 
set of internal resources to draw on and a motivated pool of talent that you 
get to work with every day. I was pleasantly surprised that BCG work is even 
more varied than M&A and no two projects are the same. 

Coming from Oil and Gas, I took an MBA to broaden my skillset and was 
convinced a switch to consulting would offer a chance to learn and access  
a broad array of interesting case work. Both have proven true. 

BCG has lived up to all my expectations, especially my desire for a variety 
of important and interesting work and colleagues who are smart. I have 
benefitted from the strong emphasis on rounded development customised
to each individual.

Reflecting on the recruitment process, the biggest selling point for me  
was the genuine warmth I felt from everyone I met in the process. Happy 
that has continued beyond recruiting into my experience on cases and in  
the office.

RAHUL KHUBCHANDANI
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 

BCG LONDON

CAMBRIDGE JUDGE BUSINESS SCHOOL
Joined in 2016

OLUSEYE ‘BAYO’ OWOLABI
CONSULTANT 
BCG LONDON

OXFORD SAÏD BUSINESS SCHOOL
Joined in 2019
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Meet some 
BCG Consultants

Since I joined BCG Barcelona in 2014, BCG has kept its promise of  
“One BCG many paths” as it has allowed me to chart my own course  
and work in a wide variety of sectors (Industrial Goods, Consumer Goods, 
Healthcare…) and across the world (Europe, North and South America). 
BCG also supported me when after finishing my MBA at INSEAD I asked 
to transfer to the Paris office for personal reasons. The transfer was very 
smooth and I felt supported along the way by both home and destination 
offices. Last year, BCG gave me the opportunity to participate in the CEO 
Ambassador program, where I directly supported BCG’s Global Executive 
Committee in defining our strategic priorities. So as you can see BCG 
offers a myriad of opportunities for you to develop, it’s for you to chart 
your own course!

One of my main goals when I went to ESADE was to broaden my skill set 
and work in different industries—I had worked as a software engineer 
at Bosch pre-MBA. This has completely come true at BCG as I’ve worked 
on projects in big data strategy, digital marketing and cost reduction 
in industries as diverse as industrial goods, telecommunications and 
healthcare – all within the course of the first few months. In addition,  
BCG did a great job bringing me up to speed with an excellent training 
and onboarding process. This held true for both my summer internship 
during the MBA as well as my start as a full-time Consultant. The most 
exciting thing about BCG by far is the colleagues: it is incredible to learn 
from experienced BCGers as well as spending enjoyable time during 
dinner or other team activities.

SILVIA MATA NESTAIRES
CONSULTANT 

BCG PARIS

INSEAD BUSINESS SCHOOL
Joined in 2014

JENS WIESBAUM
CONSULTANT 

BCG STUTTGART

ESADE BUSINESS SCHOOL
Joined in 2020
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BCG MBA  
Recruiting Team

JASMINE CHEN
International Campus
Recruiter – INSEAD Singapore

+65 6429 2571
chen.jasmine@bcg.com

PAOLA FIERRO MIRANDA
International Campus Junior
Recruiter – ESADE, IESE and 
INSEAD

+33 1 40 17 7302
fierromiranda.paola@bcg.com

NADA NGAOTHEPPITAK
International Campus Recruiting 
Manager – ESADE, IESE & 
INSEAD Fontainebleau

+33 1 4017 1869
ngaotheppitak.nada@bcg.com

ISABELLE COTA
International Recruiting 
Manager – INSEAD

+33 628500812
cota.isabelle@bcg.com

AISLING LAVAGNA
International Campus Senior 
Recruiter – UK Advanced  
Degree and Undergraduates

+44 7900 871082
lavagna.aisling@bcg.com

ASHLEY DARTNELL
Head of International
Campus Recruiting

+44 7769 284060
dartnell.ashley@bcg.com

DIANA LY
International Campus Recruiting
Manager – LBS & UK MBA

+44 7825 431685
ly.diana@bcg.com

CONTACT DETAILS

ESADE 
esaderecruiting@bcg.com

IESE 
ieserecruiting@bcg.com

INSEAD 
insead-europe@bcg.com  
insead-singapore@bcg.com

LBS 
lbsrecruiting@bcg.com

Cambridge Judge & Oxford Saïd  
ukmbarecruiting@bcg.com
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BCG Key 
Dates
HOW TO APPLY
Apply online at apply.bcg.com with your CV 
and cover letter and select up to three offices 
from our 90 locations, in order of preference.

           ESADE 

Recruiting timelines on-going, please check 
with local office for specific dates.

  IESE 

Full-Time Applications open from 
20 July to 1 October 2020
Full-Time Interviews:  
4-6 November 2020
Summer Internship Applications
open from
4-22 November 2020
Summer Internship Interviews:
7-12 January 2021

INSEAD 

Full-Time Applications open from 
24 August to 10 September 2020 
and 1 to 22 March 2021 
Full-Time Interviews:  
1-2 October 2020 and
12-13 April 2021
Summer Internship Applications 
open from
1 to 22 March 2021   
Summer Interviews: 
12-13 April 2021

LBS 

Full-Time Applications open from  
17 August to 19 September 2020
Full-Time Interviews:  
9 October 2020
Summer Internship Applications  
open from  
1 December 2020 to 8 January 2021
Summer Internship Interviews: 
22 January 2021

         Cambridge Judge

Full-Time Applications open from  
1 September to 27 November 2020
Full-Time Interviews: 
21 January 2021

        Oxford Saïd 

Full-Time Applications open from  
1 September to 27 November 2020
Full-Time Interviews:  
21 January 2021
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Boston Consulting Group has over 90 offices in 50 countries.
To learn more about BCG, please visit www.bcg.com

To read BCG’s latest insights, analysis, and viewpoints, 
please visit us at bcgperspectives.com and follow us  
on social media.

Boston Consulting Group is an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment 
without regard to race, color, age, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity / expression, national origin, disability, 
protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected under applicable law.

http://www.bcg.com
http://bcgperspectives.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/boston-consulting-group/
https://www.instagram.com/bcg/
https://twitter.com/bcg?lang=es
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTMsx_6gWKCjlceyb5rBLnA
https://www.glassdoor.co.uk/Overview/Working-at-Boston-Consulting-Group-EI_IE3879.11,34.htm
https://www.facebook.com/BCGcareer/



